Paris, le mardi 17 mars 2020

French bid for AAG 2024

Dear members of ASSITEJ,

We have the great pleasure to apply for hosting of ASSITEJ Artistic Gathering 2024 in France. By organizing this event, our National center, which has been active and engaged in the life of ASSITEJ in the last two terms, would like to offer the best possible frame for international collaboration.

We fully adhere to the format of the Artistic Gatherings, as it has been developed throughout the years by ASSITEJ and the countries which carried them on, and we propose to do our best to set up:

- A fine selection of national and foreign shows, which promote, in particular, multiple dialogues between the participants in the encounters;
- Spaces and time for exchanges, with a special attention to a quality experience for everyone, beyond the language barrier and cultural differences.
- A reflection about sustainability, in order to reduce the ecological impact of the Artistic Gathering, and to maximize its integration into the local life.

In the next months, we will discuss with our government and the national agencies for a good funding of this project. Unfortunately, due to the uncertainties about the output of the municipal election that passes off this month, we couldn’t get confirmation from a hosting city at this point. We obviously will specify a place and date by 10 days before the opening of the General Assembly, in order that each delegate can receive reliable information.

We wish the best for the success of the Artistic Encounters 2024 in France!

Bernard Le Noac’h, Émilie Robert et Grégory Vandaële, co-president
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